Dear Professor Fornari
On behalf of Polish Society for Crystal Growth, all Polish participants of DGKKPTWK Conference and myself personally I would like to congratulate you and your staff very
succesful conference. My personal impression and also opinions expressed by other
particpants indicate that the Conference was very successful from scientific point of view. In
particular it served well to exchange new ideas and promote collaboration between many
scientific groups in Germany and Poland. It has to be stressed that the Conference was very
well organized which, without doubt, was due to very hard work of your team and yourself
personally. This event was possible for the strong support of your Institut fur Kristallzuchtung
(IKZ) which we gratefully acknowledge. I would like to express my gratitude to you and your
team and all worker of the Institute involved in the organization of the event. Please convey
my thanks to all people who has contributed to the success of the Conference.
I would like to express my gratitude to the organizers and sponsors of the Conference
for their generous support of Polish participants. It has to be stressed that this help allowed
many Polish students to participate in their first crystal growth conference. This opportunity
will, I AM sure, have a very beneficial impact on their work in the future. I feel that this will
also positively influence their future collaboration with their German counterparts.
Also I would like to thank Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Kristallwachstum und
Kristallzuchtung (DGKK) and the President Professor Wolf Assmus for their collaboration in
the shaping of the event. Also I would like to thank the Board and all members of DGKK for
their friendly collaboration during this event. I am sure that the successful conference will
enhance our collaboration in the future. I hope it will help us to realize successfully our
common, recently sketched, plans.
Finally I would like to express my opinion that this event will further improve the
collaboration between German and Polish scientific communities in the future.
With the warmest expression of my thanks
Stanislaw Krukowski
President of PTWK

Warsaw, 10 March 2006

